Welcome to Farahnet one of the fastest growing Internet Service
Provider in Lebanon.

Farahnet was established by its owners Mr. Ghassan Assi & Mr. Fadi Hamad on the 6

th

of February

2003. It started working officially on the 4th of April 2003 and got its license from the Lebanese Ministry of
Telecommunication on the 20th September 2003.

Our task

is to provide high speed non-stop connection to the internet, 24/7. A direct leased line will be
provided directly from our fast backbone. These lines are resistant for all kinds of interference and are capable of
maximum data throughout. At your building, we will be placing high speed auto negotiation equipment; auto
sensing 100 Mbit fast Ethernet switch. Farah Net gives you global access, unquestionable security and enhanced
productivity- everything you need to harness the power of the Internet.

Our target is to enable network communication to individuals, offices and governmental institutions
with the whole world wide community.

Our vision is to build lasting partnerships with our clients by enhancing the value of their customers’
contacts, relationships and information.

Our Mission is to ensure efficient and unmatched service delivery to our customers through a
harmonious environment.

Services
*Internet Connections
Time is money! And using faster Internet access will save you more than enough of your time to justify its cost.
When considering the price for Internet access, many wonder if paying such a price is truly worth it. However,
there are still many pitfalls & problems to avoid when choosing the different high speed Internet access.
The speed of our Internet connectivity, comes from peering agreements with other tier one providers. Unlike many
ISP’s, your Internet traffic is delivered straight into the heart of the Internet, without the need to go through
secondary providers, which slow your data down.

*Business Packages
The current market has a need for high bandwidth application to offer a suitable connection that can handle the
future requirements where the dial-up services is not adequate with our DSL service people will feel more
comfortable. Not only the use of our network is suitable for internet connection other local service such as database
use and interconnection between companies will be a service we are able to offer, this means that we will be
targeting both residential use and business use. We have chosen for a high quality service with a premium price.
The products we will offer to end user will contain internet connectivity, branch communication, e-mail address,
web hosting, and web storage. All of these services will be in different packages but can also be sold as a single
service. The single sold services will be added to the ticket price per user, in order to increase average ticket size
per user per month.
We will guarantee an uptime of our service by using MRTG (Multi Router Traffic Graph) statistics, a continuous
control on the quality of service is possible. We will review these statistics monthly and take appropriate action to
assure this high level of service. Any complain about our service will be thoroughly documented and discussed in a
monthly board meeting.

*Connecting Branches
There are number of different conceivable options for connecting branches or regional offices to each other and to
their headquarters within or outside Lebanon. By acquiring a leased line in the different branches then the two or
more branches will be easily connected to each other, where there still many other ways to construct the intranet or
extranets.

*Corporate Solutions
Realize the power of information. Today, companies are facing challenges never experienced before. You are trying
to manage the demands of global market place along with a new competitive business Environment. May be you
have already recognized that the internet is an ideal medium for conducting business in a cost- effective, far
reaching manner but what is missing is a way to make the internet work for you. A way to turn the Internet into a
truly competitive advantage. A way to add value that provides your organization with solutions- not just access.

Our Products

Our Geographical Coverage
Farahnet covers all 10,452 km2 of Lebanese Territory

* Great Beirut

* Saida

* Tyre

* Marjeyoun

* Nabatiyeh

* Bint Jbiel

* & all South

* Tripoli

* Akkar

* Doniyeh

* Koura

* Zgharta

* & all North

* All Bekaa

Some of the Business and non-Business
Activities We Cover
* UNIFIL

* Hospitals

* Hotels

* Banks

* Universities

* Schools

* Institutions

* Medical Centers

* Travel & Tourism

* Restaurant

* Media

* Wedding planning

* Study Centers

* Magazines

* Electronics

* Services

* IT

* Engineering

* Gift Shops

* Televisions

* Recruitment

* Beauty & Cosmetics

* Advertising Agencies

* Maintenance

* Consulting Firms

* Attorneys

* Cell Phone Shops

* Computers & Computer Accesseries

* Art & Antiquites

* Furnitures

* Internet Café

& More…

*France, Malaysian, Indonesian Battalions
* Rasool Al-Azam hospital

* Dream.com
* Main Gate

* Mays Al Jabal Governmental Hospital
* Beirut Heart Specialist Center

* M.K. Electric
* Rox MC

* Technical Hotel Institute

* Prox s.a.l

* MECAT University(M.U.B.S)

* Orion Digital Navigation

* Ansar Official School

* Cando Constructers

* Barkley Institute

* Moukhalalati Trading

* New Plaza Tours

* Asia Company

* Geith Travel & Tourism

* Middle East & Africa Bank

* Telco Travel& Tourism

* New Edge

* Imperial Suit Hotel

* Kurdistan TV

* Hi-Gain

* Bou Khalil Restaurant

* IT Trading

* Al-Shaar For Attorneys

* Elegance Taxi

* Middle East Beauty Labs

* Jaroudy Services

* Zaytouna Center For Studies & Consulting

* Meraat Al Khaleej Magazine

* Al Moharek Magazine

* Barklry Institute

* Set Vision

* Majed Cell

* Rammal Trading Company

* Compo

* Faraj Ammar

* Ghazi Al-Halab & Sons

* Ibrahim Awad Technicien

* IMEX

* NBN TV

If you would like to know more about our Internet Services email us at: info@farahnet.net or do not hesitate to
call us on +961 (1) 310050/1 or +961 (3) 218787 or reach our office at Riviera Center 2nd floor – Cornish El
Mazraa – Beirut - Lebanon . We will be more than glad to discuss your Internet connection plan and answer any
inquiry you may have.

